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Monday, February 4, 2013 227ato our adaptive ANM procedure,1 but with major difference of considering the
complete pool of all accessible modes using a Monte Carlo/Metropolis algo-
rithm. Once a low-resolution intermediate structure is constructed it is set as
the target for all atom-simulations analogous to our folding study2. The new
method takes advantage of the speed of low-resolution approach while main-
taining the accuracy of MD. After benchmarking the methodology with adeny-
late kinase we examined the transition mechanism of dopamine transporter
(DAT) between its inward- and outward-facing states. An intermediate state oc-
cluded to both the extra- and intracellular regions is identified. The transition
from intermediate-to-outward state involves a global bending of the N-terminal
half of the transmembrane helix TM10, which drives the disruption of the salt
bridge R85-D476 on TM1b and TM10, which, in turn, prompts the opening of
the external gate. The intermediate-to-inward transition is facilitated by the ro-
tation of TM4 and TM9 relative to the rest of the protein, and a redistribution of
interactions between the N-terminal segment and TM8.
1. Yang Z, Majek P, Bahar I. Allosteric transitions of supramolecular systems
explored by network models: application to chaperonin GroEL. PLoS Comput
Biol 2009;5(4):e1000360.
2. Arkun Y, Gur M. Combining optimal control theory and molecular dynamics
for protein folding. PLoS One 2012;7(1):e29628.
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It is now increasingly recognised that fluctuations around a single structure can
contribute to allosteric regulation in protein systems. Allosteric regulation is
where one molecule binding to a protein effects another protein function
(e.g. binding a second molecule), driven by the free energy differences obtained
in different binding events. In some cases, where ligand-induced structural
changes are small, thermal fluctuations can play a dominant role in determining
allosteric signalling (i.e ‘‘entropically dominated’’); which is different from the
traditional view of allostery caused by structural changes induced by the bind-
ing of ligands (‘‘enthalpically dominated’’). In thermodynamic terms, the en-
tropy change for subsequent binding is influenced by changes to the global
vibrational modes of the protein-ligand systems. One advantage of such amech-
anism is the possibility for long range allosteric signalling due to modes being
either damped or activated by binding events. Changes to slow internal motion
can be harnessed to provide signalling across long distances.
This work considers homotropic allostery in homodimeric proteins (exempli-
fied by the binding of cAMP to the catabolite activator protein), and presents
results from predictive coarse-grained models. These results show a fast predic-
tive method for the calculation of the effect of residue mutations. We introduce
a complete in silico assay of residues whose local environment sensitively con-
trols the allosteric cooperativity between the two cAMP binding sites. These
results motivate synthesis and characterisation of mutants selected for positive,
negative and neutral contributions to cooperativity (see figure). The experi-
ments validate the modelling approach.
We then introduce a super-coarse-grained model which provides additional in-
sight into the effects of different dynamic structures at the scale of global pro-
tein modes, and allows a mutational landscape to be explored and discussed in
evolutionary terms.
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The RNA polymerase (NS5B) from the Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a validated
drug target because of its importance for viral replication. NS5B functions
through de novo initiation in a closed conformation, while elongation occurs
in the open conformation. Currently, there are five allosteric binding sites to
which diverse inhibitors can bind. However, the molecular mechanisms that
underlie allosteric inhibition are unclear from the structural data alone. We
employ molecular dynamics simulations and principle component analysis
in order to understand how the presence of allosteric inhibitors impacts the
structure and dynamics of NS5B. Preliminary results suggest that ligand
binding prevents the enzyme from achieving functional conformations via
an induced-fit mechanism. This information may aid in the development of
novel and more effective inhibitors for NS5B, leading to better treatments
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Xeroderma Pigmentosum complementation group A (XPA) is an essential pro-
tein in the Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER) pathway. In one of the critical
steps of the NER pathway, XPA recruits the ERCC1-XPF excision repair pro-
tein complex to the DNA damage site for the repair to proceed. The XPA/
ERCC1-XPF interaction takes place between the N-terminus tail of XPA and
ERCC1. The only structural insight available on the XPA-ERCC1 interaction
is from the complex between the ERCC1 central fragment and a 14-residue
peptide corresponding to the highly conserved binding motif of the XPA N-ter-
minus, namely XPA67-80 (Tsodikov, et al., Structural basis for the recruitment
of ERCC1-XPF to nucleotide excision repair complexes by XPA. Embo Jour-
nal, 2007. 26: p. 4768-4776). Based on these structural data, in this work I pres-
ent the results of an extensive Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation study of
the XPA67-80 peptide, both when free and bound to the ERCC1 central frag-
ment. These results highlight previously unidentified and critical structural and
dynamic features of the ERCC1-XPA67-80 complex. More specifically, this
study shows that, when in complex the XPA67-80 peptide forms specific inter-
actions with residues in the ERCC1 binding pocket, which are essential for
binding. Based on the identification of these interactions, I assessed the critical
role of two highly conserved residues in the XPA67-80 binding motif and of
their interaction with ERCC1 by studying the XPA67-80 F75A and D70A mu-
tants in complex with ERCC1. Additionally, the results of an extensive 10 mi-
croseconds MD simulation of the free peptide in solution show its
conformational propensity for a hairpin structure, similar to the bound
conformation.
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Solvent-damped, thermally activated motions of high molecular weight pro-
teins and nucleic acid assemblies are key to understanding and controlling their
functions and activities. The finite element method is a well-established ap-
proach to analyzing protein conformational fluctuations that are not accessible
to all-atom representations. However, like conventional all-atom normal mode
analysis, the finite element method has previously been used only to model pro-
tein dynamics in vacuum. Here, we extend the finite element based modeling
approach to incorporate solvent damping for proteins and nucleic acid assem-
blies to compute non-equilibrium conformational properties. The proposed
model is computationally effective for calculating translational and rotational
diffusion coefficients in addition to dynamical motions in solvent, as demon-
strated for Taq polymerase and several nanometer-scale DNA assemblies. A
distinct advantage of the finite element-based approach is that computational
cost does not increase with increasing molecular weight, rendering the proce-
dure applicable to long time-scale structure-based simulations of high molecu-
lar weight assemblies including chaperones, molecular motors, and nucleic acid
nanostructures.
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The eight-fold beta/alpha barrel-like fold, first seen in triose-phosphate isomer-
ase (TIM), is a common and versatile fold for proteins. Proteins in this classi-
fication have diverse enzymatic functions spanning five of six Enzyme
Commission classes. Studies have characterized the sequence, structure, local-
ized dynamics and electrostatics of TIM proteins, but the flexibility of the fold
is understudied. We use coarse-grained and all-atom normal modes analysis to
look at the principle TIM beta/alpha barrel secondary structure elements of five
structures from distinct families with low sequence similarity between 23 and
38.5 % and low structure similarity. We report that the eight core beta strands
behave independently of the eight flanking alpha helices. The strands and he-
lices repeat in tandem at the sequence level, yet the strands form a core that
moves minimally while the helices display greater relative mobility in all of
the structures. This core formed by the beta-strands is rigid in all the structures.
This is despite the varying loop lengths between them and the presence of
